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We provide a comprehensive treatment of oscillation theory for Jacobi operators
with separated boundary conditions. Our main results are as follows: If u solves the
Jacobi equation (Hu)(n)=a(n)u(n+1)+a(n&1)u(n&1)&b(n)u(n)=*u(n), * # R
(in the weak sense) on an arbitrary interval and satisfies the boundary condition on
the left or right, then the dimension of the spectral projection P(&, *)(H ) of H
equals the number of nodes (i.e., sign flips if a(n)<0) of u. Moreover, we present
a reformulation of oscillation theory in terms of Wronskians of solutions, thereby
extending the range of applicability for this theory; if *1, 2 # R and if u1, 2 solve the
Jacobi equation Huj=*juj , j=1, 2 and respectively satisfy the boundary condition
on the leftright, then the dimension of the spectral projection P(*1, *2)(H ) equals the
number of nodes of the Wronskian of u1 and u2 . Furthermore, these results are
applied to establish the finiteness of the number of eigenvalues in essential spectral
gaps of perturbed periodic Jacobi operators.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1836 Sturm originated the investigations of oscillation properties of
solutions of second-order differential and difference equations [32]. Since
then numerous extensions have been made. Especially, around 1948,
Hartman and others have shown the following in a series of papers [17, 18,
19]. For a given SturmLiouville operator H on L2(0, ), the dimension
of the spectral projection P(&, *) (H ) equals the number of zeros of certain
solutions of Hu=*u. Moreover, the dimension of P(*1, *2)(H ) can be
obtained by considering the difference of the number of zeros inside a finite
interval (0, x) of two solutions corresponding to their respective spectral
parameters *1 and *2 , and performing a limit x  . Only recently it was
shown in [13] by Gesztesy et al. that these limits can be avoided by using
a renormalized version of oscillation theory, that is, counting zeros of
Wronskians of solutions instead.
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This naturally raises the question whether similar results hold for
second-order difference equations. Despite a variety of literature on this
subject (cf., e.g., [1, 3, 6, 7, 12, 14 Sections 14 and 37, 16, 2023, 27, 28 and
the references therein]) only a few things concerning the connections
between oscillation properties of solutions and spectra of the corresponding
operators appear to be known. In particular, the analogs of the aforemen-
tioned theorems seem to be unknown. Moreover, even the analog of the
well-known fact that the n th eigenfunction of a SturmLiouville operator
(below the essential spectrum) has n&1 nodes is only known in the special
case of finite Jacobi operators (i.e., finite tri-diagonal matrices) [1
Theorem 4.3.5, 7]. The present paper aims at filling these gaps and
provides a complete solution to these problems.
Before we proceed with a more detailed description of our main results,
we need to fix some notation. For IZ we denote by l(I ) the set of
C-valued sequences [ f (n)]n # I . For M, N # Z _ [\] we abbreviate
l(M, N )=l([n # Z | M<n<N]) (sometimes we will also write l(N, &)
instead of l(&, N )). l2(I ) is the Hilbert space of all square-summable
sequences with scalar product and norm defined as
( f, g) = :
n # I
f (n) g(n), & f &=- ( f, f ) , f, g # l2(I ). (1.1)
Furthermore, l0(I ) denotes the set of sequences with only finitely-many
values being nonzero, l 1(I ) the set of summable sequences, l (I ) the set of
bounded sequences, and l 2\(Z) denotes the set of sequences in l(Z) which
are l 2 near \.
To set the stage, we shall consider operators on l 2(Z) associated with the
difference expression
({f )(n)=a(n) f (n+1)+a(n&1) f (n&1)&b(n) f (n), (1.3)
where a, b # l(Z) and
a(n) # R"[0], b(n) # R, n # Z. (1.3)
If { is limit point (l.p.) at both \ (cf., e.g., [1, 2]), then { gives rise to
a unique self-adjoint operator H when defined maximally. Otherwise, we
need to fix a boundary condition at each endpoint where { is limit circle
(l.c.). Throughout this paper we denote by u\(z, } ), z # C, nontrivial solu-
tions of {u=zu which satisfy the boundary condition at \ (if any) with
u\(z, } ) # l2\(Z), respectively. The solution u\(z, } ) might not exist for
z # R (cf. Lemma A.1), but if it exists it is unique up to a constant multiple.
In the sequel a solution of {u=*u, * # R, will always mean a real-valued,
non-zero solution.
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Picking z0 # C"R we can characterize H by
H: D(H )  l 2(Z)
(1.4)
f [ {f,
where the domain of H is explicitly given by
D(H)=[ f # l 2(Z) | {f # l 2(Z), limn  + Wn (u+(z0), f )=0,
lim n  & Wn (u&(z0), f )=0]
and
Wn( f, g)=a(n)( f (n) g(n+1)& f (n+1) g(n)) (1.6)
denotes the (modified) Wronskian. By _( } ), _p( } ), and _ess( } ) we denote
the spectrum, point spectrum (i.e., the set of eigenvalues), and essential
spectrum of an operator, respectively.
Now, having these preliminaries out of the way, we want to give the
reader an intuitive idea of how oscillation theory works. We first need to
define what we mean by a node of a real-valued sequence u # l(Z). A point
n # Z, is called a node of u if either
u(n)=0 or a(n) u(n) u(n+1)>0. (1.7)
In the special case a(n)<0, n # Z a node of u is precisely a sign flip of u
as one would expect. In the general case, however, one has to take the sign
of a(n) into account.
For simplicity we shall assume a(n)<0 (cf. Remark 2.2) and a, b
bounded (implying H bounded) for the remainder of this section.
By Lemma A.1 u&(*, } ) can be assumed to be continuous with respect to
* as long as * is below the essential spectrum of H. In addition, u&(*, } )
can be assumed positive for * below the spectrum of H and hence has no
nodes in this case. Increasing * one needs to observe three things: (i) Nodes
of u&(*) move to the right (by (2.8)) without colliding; (ii) u&(*) cannot
pick up nodes locally (by (2.8)); (iii) u&(*) cannot lose nodes at &. By
(i) and (ii) we infer that u&(*) can only pick up nodes at +. Intuitively
this happens if u&(*) # l 2(Z) (or equivalently, if * an eigenvalue of H ) and
hence limn   u&(*, n)=0. Summarizing, u&(*) has no nodes below the
spectrum of H and picks up one additional node whenever * is an eigen-
value of H. Since no nodes get lost we are lead to (cf. Theorem 3.7)
dim Ran P(&, *) (H)=*(u&(*)), (1.8)
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where *(u) denotes the total number of nodes of u and P0(H ) is the spec-
tral projection of H corresponding to the Borel set 0R. As a corollary
we conclude, as already anticipated, that the nth eigenfunction (below the
essential spectrum) has n&1 nodes.
To obtain the number of eigenvalues between two given values *1 and *2
it seems natural to consider *(u&(*2))&*(u&(*1)). This gives nothing
new below the essential spectrum and otherwise we have *(u)= for any
solution of {u=*u with * above the infimum of the essential spectrum.
Hence, a naive use of oscillation theory in the latter case yields &.
There are two ways to overcome this problem. The first, due to [18] in the
case of differential operators, uses a limiting procedure which only works
for half-line operators and can be found in Theorem 3.10. The second, due
to [13] in the case of differential operators, uses the fact that the nodes of
the Wronskian of two solutions u1 , u2 corresponding to *1 , *2 , respectively,
essentially counts the additional nodes of u2 with respect to u1 (cf.
Corollary 4.2). In this sense the Wronskian comes with a built-in renor-
malization. Moreover, the nodes of Wronskians behave similar to the
nodes of solutions and satisfy the above properties (i), (ii), and (iii) as well.
Hence, similar techniques apply.
To give rigorous proofs for the indicated results, we first introduce and
investigate Pru fer variables in Section 2. They will be our main tool in
Section 5 and Section 4 where our major theorems are derived. Section 5
uses the results of Section 3 and 4 to investigate the spectra of short-range
perturbations of periodic Jacobi operators. The appendix provides some
necessary results from the theory of Jacobi operators.
2. PRU FER VARIABLES
For the rest of this paper we assume for convenience
Hypothesis H.2.1. Suppose
a, b # l(Z), a(n)<0, b(n) # R.
Remark 2.2. Introduce H= U= HU&1= where U= U
&1
= is a unitary
operator defined via (U= f )(n)==~ (n) f (n) with =~ (n) # [+1, &1] and
=~ (n) =~ (n+1)==(n). Then H= is associated with the sequences a= (n)=
=(n) a(n), b=(n)=b(n), n # Z and the case a(n){0 can be easily reduced to
the case a(n)<0.
In addition, by a solution of {u=*u, * # R, we will always mean a real-
valued solution not vanishing identically.
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Given a solution u(*, } ) of {u=*u, * # R, we introduce Pru fer variables
\u(*, } ), %u(*, } ) via
u(*, n)=\u (*, n) sin %u(*, n), (2.2)
u(*, n+1)=\u (*, n) cos %u (*, n). (2.3)
Notice that the Pru fer angle %u (*, } n) is only defined up to an additive
integer multiple of 2? (which depends on n).
Inserting (2.2), (2.3) into ({&*)u=0 yields
a(n) cot %u (*, n)+a(n&1) tan %u (*, n&1)=b(n)+*, (2.4)
\u (*, n) sin %u (*, n)=\u (*, n&1) cos %u (*, n&1). (2.5)
Equation (2.4) is a discrete Riccati equation (cf. [21]) for cot %u (n) and
(2.5) can be solved if %u (n) is known provided it is replaced by
a(n) \u (*, n)=a(n&1) \u (*, n&1)=0 (2.6)
if sin %u (*, n)=cos %u (*, n&1)=0 (use {u=*u and (2.8) below). The
Wronskian of two solutions u1, 2(*1, 2 , n) reads
Wn (u1(*1), u2(*2))=a(n) \u1(*1 , n) \u2(*2 , n) sin(%u1(*1 , n)&%u2(*2 , n)).
(2.7)
The next lemma considers nodes of solutions and their Wronskians more
closely (cf. [23], Lemma 6.1).
Lemma 2.3. Let u1, 2 be solutions {u1, 2=*1, 2 u1, 2 corresponding to
*1{*2 , respectively. Then
u1(n)=0 O u1(n&1) u1(n+1)<0. (2.8)
Moreover, suppose Wn (u1 , u2)=0 but Wn&1(u1 , u2) Wn+1(u1 , u2){0, then
Wn&1(u1 , u2) Wn+1(u1 , u2)<0. (2.9)
Otherwise, if Wn (u1 , u2)=Wn+1(u1 , u2)=0, then necessarily
u1(n+1)=u2(n+1)=0, and Wn&1(u1 , u2) Wn+2(u1 , u2)<0. (2.10)
Proof. The fact u(n)=0 implies u1(n&1) u1(n+1){0 (otherwise u1
vanishes identically) and a(n) u1(n+1)=&a(n&1) u1(n&1) (from {u=*u)
shows u1(n&1) u1(n+1)<0.
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Next, Wn (u1 , u2)=0 is equivalent to u1(n)=cu2(n), u1(n+1)=cu2(n+1)
for some c{0 and from (A.6) we infer
Wn+1(u1 , u2)&Wn (u1 , u2)=(*2&*1) u1(n+1) u2(n+1). (2.11)
Applying the above formula gives
Wn&1(u1 , u2) Wn+1(u1 , u2)=&c2 (*2&*1)2 u1(n)2 u1(n+1)2
proving the first claim. If Wn (u1 , u2), Wn+1(u1 , u2) are both zero we must
have u1(n+1)=u2 (n+1)=0 and as before Wn&1(u1 , u2) Wn+1(u1 , u2)=
&(*2&*1)2 u1(n&1) u1(n+2) u2(n&1) u2(n+2). Hence the claim follows
from the first part. K
We can make the Pru fer angel %u (*, } ) unique by fixing, for instance,
%u (*, 0) and requiring
%u (*, n)?%u (*, n+1)?%u (*, n)?+1, (2.13)
where
x=sup[n # Z | n<x]. (2.14)
Lemma 2.4. Let 0R be an interval. Suppose u(*, n) is continuous with
respect to * # 0 and (2.13) holds for one *0 # 0. Then it holds for all * # 0
if we require %u ( } , n) # C(0).
Proof. Fix n and set
%u (*, n)=k?+$(*), %u (*, n+1)=k?+2(*), k # Z, (2.15)
where $(*) # (0, ?], 2(*) # (0, 2?]. If (2.13) should break down then by con-
tinuity we must have one of the following cases for some *1 # 0. (i) $(*1)=0
and 2(*1) # (?, 2?), (ii) $(*1)=? and 2(*1) # (0, ?), (iii) 2(*1)=0 and
$(*1) # (0, ?), (iv) 2(*1)=2? and $(*1) # (0, ?). Abbreviate R=\(*1 , n) }
\(*1 , n + 1). Case (i) implies 0 > sin(2(*1)) = cos(k?) sin(k? + 2(*1)) =
R&1u(*1 , n+1)2>0, contradicting (i). Case (ii) is similar. Case (iii) implies
$(*1)=?2 and hence 1= sin(k?+?2) cos(k?)=R&1u(*1 , n) u(*1 , n+2)
contradicting (2.8). Again, case (iv) is similar. K
Let us call a point n # Z a node of a solution u if either u(n)=0 or
a(n) u(n) u(n+1)>0. Then, %u (n)?=%u (n+1)? implies no node at
n. Conversely, if %u (n+1)?=%u (n)?+1, then n is a node by (2.8).
Denote by *(u) the total number of nodes of u and by *(m, n) (u) the
number of nodes of u between m and n. More precisely, we shall say that
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a node n0 of u lies between m and n if either m<n0<n or if n0=m but
u(m){0. Hence we conclude
Lemma 2.5. Let m<n. Then we have for any solution u
*(m, n) (u)=%u (n)?&lim
= a 0
%u (m)?+= (2.16)
and
*(u)= lim
n  
(%u (n)?&%u (&n)? ). (2.17)
Next, we recall the well-known analog of Sturm’s theorem for differential
equations and include a proof for the sake of completeness (cf., e.g., [1, 23
Theorem 6.5]).
Lemma 2.6. Let u1, 2 be solutions of {u=*u corresponding to *1*2 .
Suppose m<n are two consecutive points which are either nodes of u1 or
zeros of W} (u1 , u2) (the cases m=& or n=+ are allowed if u1 and
u2 are both in l 2\(Z) and W\ (u1 , u2)=0 respectively) such that u1 has no
further node between m and n. Then u2 has at least one node between m and
n+1. Moreover, suppose m1< } } } <mk are consecutive nodes of u1 . Then u2
has at least k&1 nodes between m1 and mk . Hence we even have
*(m, n) (u2)* (m, n) (u1)&1. (2.18)
Proof. Suppose u2 has no node between m and n+1. Hence we may
assume (perhaps after flipping signs) that u1( j)>0 for m< j<n, u1(n)0,
and u2 ( j)>0 for m jn. Moreover, u1(m)0, u1(n+1)<0 and
u2 (n+1)0 provided m, n are finite. By Green’s formula (A.6)
0(*2&*1) :
n
j=m+1
u1( j) u2 ( j)=Wn (u1 , u2)&Wm (u1 , u2). (2.19)
Evaluating the Wronskians shows Wn (u1 , u2)<0, Wm (u1 , u2)>0, which is
a contradiction.
It remains to prove the last part. We will use induction on k. The case
k=1 is trivial and k=2 has already been proven. Denote the nodes of u2
lower or equal than mk+1 by nk>nk&1> } } } . If nk>mk we are done since
there are k&1 nodes n such that m1nmk by induction hypothesis.
Otherwise we can find k0 , 0k0k such that mj=nj for 1+k0 jk. If
k0=0 we are clearly done and we can suppose k01. By induction
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hypothesis it suffices to show that there are k&k0 nodes n of u2 with
mk0nmk+1 . By assumption mj=nj , 1+k0 jk are the only nodes n
of u2 such that mk0nmk+1. Abbreviate m=mk0 , n=mk+1 and assume
without restriction u1(m+1)>0, u2 (m)>0. Since the nodes of u1 and u2
coincide we infer 0<nj=m+1 u1( j) u2 ( j) and we can proceed as in the first
part to obtain a contradiction. K
We call { oscillatory if one solution of {u=0 has an infinite number of
nodes. In addition, we call { oscillatory at \ if one solution of {u=0 has
an infinite number of nodes near \. We remark that if one solution of
({&*)u=0 has infinitely many nodes so has any other (corresponding to
the same *) by (2.18). Furthermore, {&*1 oscillatory implies {&*2
oscillatory for all *2>*1 (again by (2.18)).
Now we turn to the special solution s(*, n) characterized by the initial
conditions s(*, 0)=0, s(*, 1)=1. As in Lemma A.3 we infer
Wn (s(*), s* (*))= :
0
j=n+1
s(*, j)2, n<&1, (2.20)
Wn (s(*), s* (*))= :
j=1
s(*, j)2, n1. (2.21)
Here the dot denotes the derivative with respect to *. Notice also W&1(s(*),
s* (*))=W0 (s(*), s* (*))=0. Evaluating the above equation using Pru fer
variables shows
%4 s (*, n)=
nj=1 s(*, j)
2
&a(n) \s (*, n)2
>0, n1. (2.22)
%4 s (*, n)=
nj=n+1 s(*, j)
2
a(n) \s (*, n)2
<0, n<&1. (2.23)
Notice, again that %4 s (*, &1)=%4 s (*, 0)=0. Equation (2.22) implies that
nodes of s(*, n) for n # N move monotonically to the left without colliding
(cf., [1] Theorem 4.3.4). In addition, since s(*, n) cannot pick up nodes
locally by (2.8), all nodes must enter at  and since %4 s (*, 0)=0 they are
trapped inside (0, ).
We shall normalize %s (*, 0)=0 implying %s (*, &1)=&?2. Since s(*, n)
is a polynomial in * we easily infer s(*, n)y0 for fixed ny0 and *
sufficiently small. This implies
&?<%s (*, n)<&?2, n<&1, 0<%s (*, n)<?, n1, (2.24)
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for fixed n and * sufficiently small. Moreover, dividing (2.4) by * and
letting *  & using (2.24) shows
lim
*  \
cot(%s (*, n))\1
*
=
1
a(n)
, n
+1
<&1
(2.25)
and hence
%s (*, n)=&
?
2
&
a(n)
*
+o \1*+ , n<&1,
(2.26)
%s (*, n)=
a(n)
*
+o \1*+ , n1,
as *  &.
Analogously, let u\ (*, n) be solutions of {u=*u as in Lemma A.1. Then
Lemma A.3 implies
%4 +(*, n)=
j=n+1 u+ (*, j)
2
a(n) \+ (*, n)2
<0, (2.27)
%4 &(*, n)=
nj=& u& (*, j)
2
&a(n) \& (*, n)2
>0, (2.28)
where we have abbreviated \u\=\\ , %u\=%\.
If H is bounded from below we can normalize
0<%(*, n)<?2, n # Z, *<inf _(H ) (2.29)
and we get as before
%& (*, n)=
a(n)
*
+o \1*+ , %+ (*, n)=
?
2
&
a(n)
*
+o \1*+ , n # Z (2.30)
as *  &.
3. STANDARD OSCILLATION THEORY
First of all we recall ([13], Lemma 5.2).
Lemma 3.1. Let H, Hn be self-adjoint operators and Hn  H in strong
resolvent sense as n  . Then
dim Ran P(*1, *2) (H )lim inf
n  
dim Ran P(*1, *2) (Hn). (3.1)
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Our first theorem considers half-line operators H\ associated with a
Dirichlet boundary condition at n=0, that is, the following restrictions of
H to the subspaces l 2(\N),
H\: D(H\)  l 2(\N)
(3.2)
f (n) [ {a(
+1
&2) f (n\2)&b(\1) f (\1), n=\1
({f )(n), ny\1,
with
D(H\)=[ f # l 2(\N) | {f # l 2(\N), lim
n  \
Wn (u\ (z0), f )=0]. (3.3)
Similarly one defines finite restriction Hn1, n2 to the subspaces l
2(n1 , n2) with
Dirichlet boundary conditions at n=n1 and n=n2 .
Remark 3.2. We only consider the case of a Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion at n=0 since the operators H ;\, n0 on l
2(n0 , \) associated with the
general boundary condition
f (n0+1)+;f (n0)=0, ; # R _ [] (3.4)
at n=n0 can be reduced to this case by a simple shift and altering the
sequence b at one point. More precisely, we have
H 0+, n0=H+, n0+1 , H
;
+, n0=H+, n0&a(n0) ;
&1($n0+1 , } ) $n0+1 , ;{0,
(3.5)
and
H &, n0=H&, n0 , H
;
&, n0=H&, n0+1&a(n0) ;($n0 , } ) $n0 , ;{, (3.6)
where $n0 (n)=1 if n=n0 and $n0 (n)=0 otherwise. Hence all one has to do
is alter the definition of b(n0) or b(n0+1). Analogously one defines the
corresponding finite operators H ;1 , ;2n1 , n2 which will be used in the next section.
Theorem 3.3. Let * # R. Suppose { is l.p. at + or * # _p (H+). Then
dim Ran P(&, *) (H+)=*(0, +) (s(*)). (3.7)
The same theorem holds if + is replaced by &.
Proof. We only carry out the proof for the plus sign (the other part
following from reflection). By virtue of (2.22), (2.26), and Lemma 2.5 we
infer
dim Ran P(&, *) (H0, n)=%s (*, n)?=*(0, n) (s(*)), n>1, (3.8)
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since * # _(H0, n) if and only if %s (*, n)=0 mod ?. Let k=*(s(*)) if
*(s(*))<, otherwise the following argument works for arbitrary k # N.
If we pick n so large that k nodes of s(*) are to the left of n we have k
eigenvalues * 1< } } } <* k<* of H0, n . Taking an arbitrary linear combina-
tion ’(m)=nj=1 cj s(* j , m), cj # C for m<n and ’(m)=0 for mn a
straightforward calculation (using orthogonality of s(* j)) yields
(’, H+ ’) <* &’&2. (3.9)
Invoking the spectral theorem shows
dim Ran P(&, *) (H\)k. (3.10)
For the reversed inequality we can assume k=*(s(*))<.
We first suppose { is l.p. at +. Consider H 0, n=H0, n*1 on l 2(0, n)
l 2(n&1, ). Then Theorem 9.16.(i) in [33] (take l0 (Z) as a core) implies
strong resolvent convergence of H 0, n to H+ as n   and by Lemma 3.1
we have
dim Ran P(&, *) (H+) lim
n  
dim Ran P(&, *) (H0, n)=k (3.11)
completing the proof if { is l.p. at +.
Otherwise, that is, if { is l.c. at + (implying that the spectrum of H+
is purely discrete), * is an eigenvalue by hypothesis. We first suppose H
bounded from below. Hence it suffices to show that the nth eigenvalue *n ,
n # N has at least n&1 nodes. This is trivial for n=1. Suppose this is true
for *n and let m be the largest node of s(*n). By %s (*n+1 , m)>%s (*n , m) we
infer that %s (*n+1, m) has either more nodes between 0 and m or there is
at least one additional node of %s (*n+1 , m) larger than m by Lemma 2.6.
In the case where H is not bounded from below we can label the eigen-
values *n , n # Z. The same argument as before shows that the eigenfunction
corresponding to *m has |m&n| nodes more than the one corresponding
to *n . Letting m  & shows that the eigenfunction corresponding to *n
has infinitely many nodes. This completes the proof. K
Remark 3.4. (i) The l.p.* # _p (H+) assumption is crucial since we
need some information about the boundary condition at +.
(ii) Remark 3.2 implies the following. Let * # R. Suppose { is l.p. at
+ or * # _p(H ;+, n0) and ;{0. Then
dim Ran P(&, *)(H ;+, n0)=*(0, +)(s;(*, } , n0)), (3.12)
where s;(*, } , n0) is a sequence satisfying {s=*s and the boundary condi-
tion (3.4). Similar modifications apply to Theorems 3.10, 4.3, and 4.4 below
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As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 we infer
Corollary 3.5. We have
dim Ran P(&, *)(H\)< (3.13)
if and only if {&* is non-oscillatory near \, respectively, and hence
inf _ess (H\)=inf[* # R | ({&*) is oscillatory at \]. (3.14)
Moreover, let H\ be bounded from below and *1< } } } <*k< } } } be the
eigenvalues of H\ below the essential spectrum of H\. Then the eigenfunc-
tion corresponding to *k has precisely k&1 nodes inside (0, \).
We remark that the first part of Corollary 3.5 can be found in [14],
Theorem 32 (see also [20]).
Remark 3.6. Consider the following example
a(n)=&12, n # N,
(3.15)
b(1)=1, b(2)=b2 , b(3)= 12, b(n)=0, n4.
The essential spectrum of H+ is given by _ess (H+)=[&1, 1] and one
might expect that H+ has no eigenvalues below the essential spectrum if
b2  &. However, since we have
s(&1, 0)=0, s(&1, 1)=1, s(&1, 2)=0,
(3.16)
s(&1, n)=&1, n3,
Theorem 3.3 shows that, independent of b2 # R, there is always precisely
one eigenvalue below the essential spectrum.
In a similar way we obtain
Theorem 3.7. Let *<inf _ess (H). Suppose { is l.p. at & or * # _p (H ).
Then
dim Ran P(&, *)(H )=*(u+(*)). (3.17)
The same theorem holds if l.p. at & and u+(*) is replaced by l.p. at +
and u&(*).
Proof. Again it suffices to prove the minus case. If H is not bounded
from below the same is true for H&H+ (which can be embedded into
l 2(Z) and considered as a finite rank perturbation of H ). Hence H& or H+
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(or both) is not bounded from below implying {&* oscillatory near &
or + by Corollary 3.5 and we can suppose H bounded from below.
By virtue of (2.28) and (2.30) we infer
dim Ran P(&, *)(H&, n)=%&(*, n)?, n # Z. (3.18)
We first want to show %&(*, n)?=*(&, n)(u&(*)) or equivalently
lim
n  
%&(*, n)?=0. (3.19)
Suppose lim n  %&(*1 , n)?=k1 for some *1 # R (saying that
u&( } , n) loses at least one node at &). In this case we can find n such
that %&(*1 , n)>k? for mn. Now pick *0 such that %&(*0 , n)=k?. Then
u&(*0 , } ) has a node at n but no node between & and n (by Lemma 2.5).
Now apply Lemma 2.6 to u&(*0 , } ), u&(*1 , } ) to obtain a contradiction.
The rest follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 K
As before we obtain
Corollary 3.8. We have
dim Ran P(&, *)(H )< (3.20)
if and only if {&* is non-oscillatory and hence
inf _ess(H )=inf[* # R | ({&*) is oscillatory]. (3.21)
Furthermore, let H be bounded from below and *1< } } } <*k< } } } be the
eigenvalues of H below the essential spectrum of H. Then the eigenfunction
corresponding to *k has precisely k&1 nodes.
Remark 3.9. Corresponding results for the projection P(*, )(H ) can be
obtained from P(*, )(H )=P(&, &*)(&H ). In fact, it suffices to change the
definition of a node according to u(n)=0 or a(n) u(n) u(n+1)<0 and
P(&, *)(H ) to P(*, )(H ) in all results of this section.
Now we turn to the analog of [18], Theorem I.
Theorem 3.10. Let *1<*2 . Suppose {&*2 is oscillatory near + and
{ is l.p. at +. Then
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+)=lim inf
n  +
(*(0, n)(s(*2))&*(0, n)(s(*1))). (3.22)
The same theorem holds if + is replaced by &.
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Proof. As before we only carry out the proof for the plus sign. Abbre-
viate 2(n)=%s (*2 , n)?&%s (*1 , n)?=*(0, n)(s(*2))&*(0, n)(s(*1)).
By (3.8) we infer
dim Ran P[*1, *2)(H0, n)=2(n), n>2. (3.23)
Let k=lim inf 2(n) if lim sup 2(n)< and k # N otherwise. We claim that
there exists a n # N such that
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H0, n)k. (3.24)
In fact, if k=lim sup 2(n)< it follows that 2(n) is eventually equal to
k and since *1  _(H0, m) & _(H0, m+1), m # N we are done in this case.
Otherwise we can pick n such that dim Ran P[*1, *2)(H0, n)k+1. Hence
H0, n has at least k eigenvalues * j with *1<* 1< } } } <* k<*2 . Again let
’(m)=kj=1 cj s(* j , n), cj # C for m<n and ’(m)=0 for nm be an
arbitrary linear combination. Then
"\H+&*2+*12 + ’"<
*2&*1
2
&’& (3.25)
together with the spectral theorem implies
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+)k. (3.26)
To prove the second inequality we use that H 0, n=H0, n*2 I converges to
H+ in strong resolvent sense as n   and proceed as before
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+)lim inf
n  
P[*1, *2)(H 0, n)=k (3.27)
since P[*1, *2)(H 0, n)=P[*1, *2)(H0, n). K
4. RENORMALIZED OSCILLATION THEORY
The objective of this section is to look at the nodes of the Wronskian
of two solutions u1, 2 corresponding to *1, 2 , respectively. We call n # Z
a node of the Wronskian if Wn (u1 , u2)=0 and Wn+1(u1 , u2){0 or if
Wn (u1 , u2)Wn+1(u1 , u2)<0. Again we shall say that a node n0 of W(u1 , u2)
lies between m and n if either m<n0<n or if n0=m but Wn0(u1 , u2){0.
We abbreviate
2u1, u2(n)=(%u2(n)&%u1(n)) mod 2?. (4.1)
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and require
2u1, u2(n)?2u1, u2(n+1)?2u1, u2(n)?+1. (4.2)
We shall fix *1 # R and a corresponding solution u1 and choose a second
solution u(*, n) with * # [*1 , *2]. Now let us consider
Wn (u1 , u(*))=&a(n) \u1(n) \u (*, n) sin(2u1, u(*, n)) (4.3)
as a function of * # [*1 , *2].
Lemma 4.1. Suppose 2u1, u (*1 , } ) satisfies (4.2) then we have
2u1, u(*, n)=%u (*, n)&%u1(n) (4.4)
where %u (*, } ), %u1( } ) both satisfy (2.13). That is, 2u1, u ( } , n) # C[*1 , *2]
and (4.2) holds for all 2u1, u (*, } ) with * # [*1 , *2]. In particular, the second
inequality in (2.13) is attained if and only if n is a node of W} (u1 , u(*)).
Moreover, denote by *(m, n) W(u1 , u2) the total number of nodes of
W} (u1 , u2) between m and n. Then
*(m, n)W(u1 , u2)=2u1, u2(n)?&lim
= a 0
2u1, u2(m)?+= (4.5)
and
*W(u1 , u2)=*(&, )W(u1 , u2)= lim
n  
(2u1, u2(n)?&2u1, u2(&n)? ).
(4.6)
Proof. We fix n and set
2u1, u (*, n)=k?+$(*), 2u1, u (*, n+1)=k?+2(*), (4.7)
where k # Z, $(*1) # (0, ?] and 2(*1) # (0, 2?]. Clearly (4.4) holds for *=*1
since W} (u1 , u(*1)) is constant. If (4.2) should break down we must have
one of the following cases for some *0*1 . (i) $(*0)=0, 2(*0) # (?, 2?],
or (ii) $(*0)=?, 2(*0) # (0, ?], or (iii) 2(*0)=2?, $(*0) # (?, ?], or (iv)
2(*0)=0, $(*0) # (?, ?]. For notational convenience let us set $=$(*0),
2=2(*0) and %u1(n)=%1(n), %u (*0 , n)=%2(n). Furthermore, we can
assume %1, 2(n)=k1, 2?+$1, 2 , %1, 2(n+1)=k1, 2?+21, 2 with k1, 2 # Z,
$1, 2 # (0, ?] and 21, 2 # (0, 2?].
Suppose (i). Then
Wn+1(u1 , u(*0))=(*0&*1) u1(n+1) u(*0 , n+1). (4.8)
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Inserting Pru fer variables shows
sin(22&21)=\ cos2($1)0 (4.9)
for some \>0 since $=0 implies $1=$2 . Moreover, k=(k2&k1) mod 2
and k?+2=(k2&k1)?+22&21 implies 2=(22&21) mod 2?. Hence we
have sin 20 and 2 # (?, 2?] implies 2=2?. But this says $1=$2=?2
and 21=22=?. Since we have at least $(*2&=)>0 and hence
$2(*2&=)>?2, 22(*2&=)>? for =>0 sufficiently small. Thus from
2(*2&=) # (?, 2?) we get
0>sin 2(*2&=)=sin(22(*2&=)&?)>0, (4.10)
contradicting (i).
Suppose (ii). Again by (4.8) we have sin(22&21)0 since $1=$2 . But
now (k+1)=(k1&k2) mod 2. Furthermore, sin(22&21)=&sin(2)0
says 2=? since 2 # (0, ?]. Again this implies $1=$2=?2 and
21=22=?. But since $(*) increasesdecreases precisely if 2(*) increases
decreases for * near *0 (4.2) stays valid.
Suppose (iii) or (iv). Then
Wn (u1 , u(*0))=&(*0&*1) u1(n+1) u(*0 , n+1). (4.11)
Inserting Pru fer variables gives
sin ($2&$1)=&\ sin(21) sin(22) (4.12)
for some \>0. We first assume $2>$1 . In this case we infer
k=(k2&k1) mod 2 implying 22&21=0 mod 2? contradicting (4.12).
Next assume $2$1 . Then we obtain (k+1)=(k2&k1) mod 2 implying
22&21=? mod 2? and hence sin($2&$1)0 from (4.12). Thus we get
$1=$2=?2 21=22=?, and hence 22&21=0 mod 2? contradicting (iii),
(iv). This settles (4.4).
Furthermore, if 2(*) # (0, ?] we have no node at n since $(*)=? implies
2(*)=? by (ii). Conversely, if 2(*) # (?, 2?] we have a node at n since
2(*)=2? is impossible by (iii). The rest being straightforward. K
Equations (2.16), (4.4), and (4.5) imply
Corollary 4.2. Let *1*2 and suppose u1, 2 satisfy {u1, 2=*1, 2u1, 2 ,
respectively. Then we have
|*(n, m) W(u1 , u2)&(*(n, m)(u2)&*(n, m)(u1))|2 (4.13)
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Now we come to a renormalized version of Theorem 3.10. We first need
the result for a finite interval.
Theorem 4.3. Fix n1<n2 and *1<*2 . Then
dim Ran P(*1 , *2)(Hn1 , n2)=*(n1 , n2)W(s(*1 , } , n1), s(*2 , } , n2)). (4.14)
Proof. We abbreviate
2(*, n)=2s(*1 , } , n1), s(*, } , n2)(n) (4.15)
and normalize (perhaps after flipping the sign of s(*1 , } , n1)) 2(*1 , n) #
(0, ?]. From (2.22) we infer
dim Ran P(*1 , *2)(Hn1 , n2)= &lim
= a 0
2(*2 , n1)?+= (4.16)
since * # _(Hn1 , n2) is equivalent to 2(*, n1)=0 mod ?. Using (4.5) com-
pletes the proof. K
Theorem 4.4. Fix *1<*2 and suppose { is in the l.p. case near + or
*2 # _p (H+). Then
dim Ran P(*1 , *2)(H+)=*(0, +)W(s(*1), s(*2)). (4.17)
The same theorem holds if + is replaced by &.
Proof. Again we only prove the result for H+ and set k=
*(0, )W(s(*1), s(*2)) provided this number is finite and k # N otherwise.
We abbreviate
2(*, n)=2s(*1), s(*)(n) (4.18)
and normalize 2(*1 , n)=0 implying 2(*, n)>0 for *>*1 . Hence if we
chose n so large that all k nodes are to the left of n we have
2(*, n)>k?. (4.19)
Thus we can find *1<*1< } } } <* k<*2 with 2(* j , n)=j?. Now define
’j (m)={s(*
 j , m)&\j s(*1 , m)
0
mn
mn,
(4.20)
where \j {0 is chosen such that s(* j , m)=\j s(*1 , m) for m=n, n+1.
Furthermore observe that
{’j (m)={*
 j s(* j , m)&*1 \j s(*1 , m)
0
mn
m>n
(4.21)
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and that the s(*1 , }), s(* j , })’s are orthogonal on 0, ..., n. Next, let
’=kj=1 cj ’j , cj # C be an arbitrary linear combination, then a short
calculation verifies
"\H+&*2+*12 + ’"<
*2&*1
2
&’& . (4.22)
And invoking the spectral theorem gives
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+)k. (4.23)
To prove the reversed inequality is only necessary if *(0, )W(s(*1), s(*2))
<. In this case we look at H , ;0, n with ;=s(*2 , n+1)s(*2 , n). By
Theorem 4.3 and Remark 3.4(ii) we have
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H
, ;
0, n )=*(0, n) W(s(*1), s(*2)). (4.24)
Now use strong resolvent convergence of H , ;0, n =H
, ;
0, n *11 to H+ (due
to our l.p.*2 # _p(H+) assumption) as n   to obtain
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+)lim inf
n  
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H
, ;
0, n )=k (4.25)
completing the proof. K
As a consequence we infer.
Corollary 4.5. Let u1, 2 satisfy {u1, 2=*1, 2u1, 2 . Then
*(0, \)W(u1 , u2)<  dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H\)<. (4.26)
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 the result does not depend on the choice of
u1, 2 . Since the proof of (4.23) does not use the l.p.*2 # _p(H+) assumption
the first direction follows. Conversely, we can replace the sequence ; in
(4.25) by a sequence ; such that H , ;0, n converges to H+ . Since we have
|dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H
, ;
0, n )&dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H
, ;
0, n )|1 (4.27)
the corollary is proven. K
Finally we turn to our main result for Jacobi operators H on Z. We
emphasize that to date, Theorem 4.6 appears to be the only oscillation
theoretic result concerning the number of eigenvalues in essential spectral
gaps of Jacobi operators on Z.
Theorem 4.6. Fix *1<*2 and suppose [*1 , *2] & _ess (H )=<. Then
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H )=*W(u(*1), u\(*2)). (4.28)
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In addition, if { is l.p. at + we even have
dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H )=*W(u+(*1), u+(*2)). (4.29)
The same result holds if + is replaced by &.
Proof. Since the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 we shall
only outline the first part. Let k=*W(u+(*1), u&(*2)) if this number is
finite and k # N else. Pick n>0 so large that all zeros of the Wronskian are
between &n and n. We abbreviate
2(*, n)=2u+(*1), u&(*)(n) (4.30)
and normalize 2(*1 , n) # [0, ?) implying 2(*, n)>0 for *>*1 . Hence if we
chose n # N so large that all k nodes are between &n and n we can assume
2(*, n)>k?. (4.31)
Thus we can find *1<* 1< } } } <* k<*2 with 2(* j , n)=0 mod ?. Now
define
’j (m)={u&(*
 j , m)
\j u+(*1 , m)
mn
mn,
(4.32)
where \j {0 is chosen such that u&(* j , m)=\ju+(*1 , m) for m=n, n+1.
Now proceed as in the previous theorems. K
Again, we infer as a consequence.
Corollary 4.7. Let u1, 2 satisfy {u1, 2=*1, 2u1, 2 . Then
*W(u1 , u2)<  dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H)<. (4.33)
Proof. Follows from Corollaries 4.2, 4.5, and dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H )< if
and only if (dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H&)+dim Ran P(*1, *2)(H+))<. K
Remark 4.8. The most general three-term recurrence relation
{~ f (n)=a~ (n) f (n+1)&b (n) f (n)+c~ (n) f (n&1), (4.34)
with a~ (n) c~ (n+1)>0, can be transformed to a Jacobi recurrence relation
as follows. First we symmetrise {~ via
{~ f (n)=
1
w(n)
(c(n) f (n+1)+c(n&1) f (n&1)&d(n) f (n)),
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where
`
n&1
j=n0
a~ ( j)
c~ ( j+1)
for n>n0
w(n)={1 for n=n0 >0, (4.36)`n0&1
j=n
c~ ( j+1)
a~ ( j)
for n<n0
c(n)=w(n) a~ (n)=w(n+1) c~ (n+1), d(n)=w(n) b (n). (4.37)
The natural Hilbert space for {~ is the weighted space l 2(Z, w). Then the
unitary operator
( f, g) = :
nn # Z
w(n) f (n) g(n), f, g # l 2(Z, w). (4.38)
Let H be a self-adjoint operator associated with {~ in l 2(Z, w). Then the
unitary operator
U: l 2(Z, w)  l 2(Z)
(4.39)
u(n) [ - w(n) u(n)
transforms H into a Jacobi operator H=UH U&1 in l 2(Z) associated with
the sequences
a(n)=
c(n)
- w(n) w(n+1)
=sgn(a~ (n)) - a~ (n) c~ (n+1), (4.40)
b(n)=
d(n)
w(n)
=b (n). (4.41)
In addition we infer
c(n)( f (n) g(n+1)& f (n+1) g(n))
=a(n)((Uf )(n)(Ug)(n+1)&(Uf )(n+1)(Ug)(n)). (4.42)
Hence all results derived for Jacobi operator thus far apply to generalized
Jacobi operators of the type H as well.
5. APPLICATIONS
One important class of Jacobi operators are periodic ones (cf., e.g., [4
Appendix B, 25, 26]). Instead of periodic operators themselves we are
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interested in short-range perturbations of these operators. In fact, we are
going to prove the analog of the Theorem by Rofe-Beketov ([29], see also
[11]) about the finiteness of the number of eigenvalues in essential spectral
gaps of the perturbed Hill operator. Since constant coefficients a, b are a
special case of periodic ones our results contain results from scattering
theory (cf., e.g., [5, 15]).
To set the stage, we first recall some basic facts from the theory of
periodic operators. Let Hp be a Jacobi operator associated with periodic
sequences ap<0, bp , that is,
ap (n+N )=ap (n), bp (n+N )=bp (n), (5.1)
for some fixed N # N. The spectrum of Hp is purely absolutely continuous
and consists of a finite number of gaps, that is,
_(Hp)= .
g
j=0
[E2j , E2j+1], g # N0 , (5.2)
with E0<E1< } } } <E2g+1 and gN&1. Moreover, Floquet theory
implies the existence of solutions up, \(z, } ) of {pu=zu, z # C ({p the
difference expression corresponding to Hp) satisfying
up, \(z, n+N )=m\(z) up, \(z, n), (5.3)
where m\(z) # C are called Floquet multipliers. m\(z) satisfy
m+(z) m&(z)=1, m\(z)2=1 for z # [Ej]2g+1j=0 , |m
\(z)|=1 for z # _(Hp),
and |m+(z)|<1 for z # C"_(Hp). (This says in particular, that up, \(z, } )
are bounded for z # _(Hp) and linearly independent for z # C"[Ej]2g+1j=0 .)
We are going to study perturbations H of Hp associated with sequences
a, b satisfying a(n)  ap (n) and b(n)  bp (n) as |n|  . Clearly, H and Hp
are both bounded and hence defined on the whole of l 2(Z). In fact, we have
_(H )[c

, c ], (5.4)
where c

=inf n # Z(b(n)+a(n&1)+a(n)) and c =supn # Z(b(n)&a(n&1)&
a(n)). Using this notation our theorem reads:
Theorem 5.1. Suppose ap , bp are given periodic sequences and Hp is the
corresponding Jacobi operator. Let H be a perturbation of Hp such that
:
n # Z
|n(a(n)&ap (n))|<, :
n # Z
|n(b(n)&bp (n))|<. (5.5)
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Then we have _ess (H )=_(Hp), the point spectrum of H is finite and confined
to the spectral gaps of Hp , that is, _p(H )/R"_(Hp). Furthermore, the
essential spectrum of Hp is purely absolutely continuous.
For the proof we will need the following lemma the proof of which is
elementary.
Lemma 5.2. The Volterra sum equation
f (n)=g(n)+ :

m=n+1
K(n, m) f (m), (5.6)
with
|K(n, m)|K (n, m), K (n+1, m)K (n, m), K (n, } ) # l1(0, ),
has for g # l (0, ) a unique solution f # l (0, ), fulfilling the estimate
| f (n)|\ supm>n | g(m)|+ exp \ :

m=n+1
K (n, m)+ . (5.8)
Proof. (of Theorem 5.1) The fact that H&Hp is compact implies
_ess (H )=_ess(Hp). To prove the remaining claims it suffices to show the
existence of solutions u\(*, } ) of {u=*u for * # _(Hp) satisfying
lim
n  
|u\(*, n)&up, \(*, n)|=0. (5.9)
In fact, since u\(*, } ), * # _(Hp) are bounded and do not vanish near \,
there are no eigenvalues in the essential spectrum of H and invoking the
principal of subordinacy (cf., [30, 31]) shows that the essential spectrum of
H is purely absolutely continuous. Moreover, (5.9) with *=E0 implies that
H&E0 is non-oscillatory since we can assume (perhaps after flipping signs)
up, \(E0 , n)=>0, n # Z and by Corollary 3.8 there are only finitely many
eigenvalues below E0 . Similarly, (using Remark 3.9) there are only finitely
many eigenvalues above E2g+1. Applying Corollary 4.7 in each gap
(E2j&1, E2j), 1jg shows that the number of eigenvalues in each gap is
finite as well.
It remains to show (5.9). Suppose u+(*, } ), * # _(Hp) satisfies (dis-
regarding summability for a moment)
u+(*, n)=
ap (n)
a(n)
up, + (*, n)& :

m=n+1
ap (n)
a(n)
K(*, n, m) u+(*, m), (5.10)
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with
K(*, n, m)=
sp (*, n, m&1)
ap (m&1)
(a(m&1)&ap (m&1))
+
sp (*, n, m+1)
ap (m+1)
(a(m)&ap (m))&
sp (*, n, m)
ap (m)
(b(m)&bp (m)),
(5.11)
where sp(*, } , m) is the solution of of {pu=zu satisfying the initial condi-
tions sp(z, m, m)=0 and sp(z, m+1, m)=1. Then u+(*, } ) fulfills {u=*u
and (5.9). Hence if we can apply Lemma 5.2 we are done. To do this we
need an estimate for K(*, n, m) which again follows from Floquet theory
|sp (*, n, m)|M |n&m| , * # _(Hp), (5.12)
for some suitable constant M>0. K
As pointed out to the author by J. Geronimo, the above theorem in the
case of H+ can also be obtained combining Lemma 9 and Theorem 4 of
[10]. The theorems for H and H+ are equivalent since H&b(0)H+
and H differ by a finite rank operator. Alternatively, one could also invoke
the BirmanSchwinger principle (cf., [8, 9, 11]). However, the proof given
here has the advantage of being rather short and transparent. In addition,
the idea of proof applies to much general scattering situations (where Hp
is not necessarily periodic) as long as sufficient information about the spec-
trum of Hp and the asymptotic behavior of (weak) solutions of Hp and H
is available. The reader should also compare [14], Section 67 and [24]
where special cases of Theorem 5.1 are considered.
As anticipated, specializing to the case ap (n)=&12, bp (n)=0, we
obtain a corresponding result for the free scattering case.
Corollary 5.3 [15]. Suppose
:
n # Z
|n(1+2a(n))|<, :
n # Z
|n b(n)|<. (5.13)
Then we have
_ess (H )=[&1, 1], _p (H )[c
, &1) _ (1, c ]. (5.14)
Moreover, the essential spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous and the
point spectrum of H is finite.
Corollary 5.3 is stated in [15] (for the case ap (n)=1  but Remark 2.2
plus a scaling transform takes care of that). In addition, explicit bounds on
the number of eigenvalues can be found in [8, 9].
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APPENDIX A. SOME USEFUL LEMMAS
This appendix provides some useful results from the theory of Jacobi
operators. Most of these results are either standard or easy consequences
of well-known facts (cf., e.g., [1, 2]).
Denote by s(z, n) and c(z, n) the solutions of {u=zu corresponding to
the initial conditions s(z, 0)=c(z, 1)=0, s(z, 1)=c(z, 0)=1.
Lemma A.1. Let *0<*1 be such that [*0 , *1] & _ess (H+)=<. Then
there exists a solution u+(z, } ) # l 2+(Z) of {u=zu satisfying the boundary
condition of H at + (if any) which is holomorphic with respect to z for
z # C" ((&, *0] _ [*1 , )). Explicitly, we can set
u+(z, n)=\ `+ # _(H+) & [*0, *1] (z&+)+ (a(0)
&1 c(z, n)&m+(z) s(z, n)) , (A.1)
where m+(z)=($1 , (H+&z)&1 $1)is one of the Weyl m-functions of H.
Clearly, u+(z, } )  0 and u+(z, } )=u+(z , } ).
Similarly, [*0 , *1] & _ess(H&)=< implies the existence of a solution
u&(z, } ) # l&(Z) fulfilling the boundary condition of H at & (if any) and,
as a function of z, satisfies the same condition as u+(z, } ).
Lemma A.2. Suppose a(n)<0 and let *<inf _(H ). Then we can assume
u\(*, n)>0, n # Z, (A.2)
n s(*, n)>0, n # Z"[0]. (A.3)
The solutions u\(*, } ) are called principal solutions of (H&*)u=0 near
\ in [16].
Proof. From (H&*)>0 one infers (H+, n&*)>0 and hence
0<($n+1 , (H+, n&*)&1 $n+1)=
u+(*, n+1)
&a(n) u+(*, n)
(A.4)
showing that u+(*) can be chosen to be positive. Furthermore, for n>0 we
obtain
0<($n , (H+&*)&1 $n)=
u+(*, n) s(*, n)
&a(0) u+(*, 0)
(A.5)
implying s(*, n)>0 for n>0. Similarly one proves the remaining
results. K
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Let u\(z, n) are solutions of {u=zu as in Lemma A.1. Then Green’s
formula
:
n
j=m
( f ({g)&({f )g)( j)=Wn ( f, g)&Wm&1( f, g). (A.6)
implies
Wn (u+(z), u+(z~ ))=(z&z~ ) :

j=n+1
u+(z, j) u+(z~ , j) (A.7)
and furthermore,
Wn (u+(z), u* +(z))= lim
z~  z
Wn \u+(z), u+(z)&u+(z~ )z&z~ +
= :

j=n+1
u+(z, j)2. (A.8)
Here the dot denotes the derivative with respect to z. An analogous result
holds for u&(z, n). Interchanging limit and summation can be justified
using (cf. Remark 3.2)
u+(z~ , j )=const(z~ )(H ;+, n&1&z~ )
&1 $n ( j) for jn (A.9)
(with ; such that z  (H ;+n, n&1)) and the first resolvent identity. Summariz-
ing (compare [1], Theorem 4.2.2):
Lemma A.3. Let u\(z, n) be solutions of {u=zu as in Lemma A.1. Then
we have
Wn (u\(z), u* \(z))={
& :

j=n+1
u+(z, j)2
(A.10)
:
n
j=&
u&(z, j )2
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